Put the future of Medicine …

Prescription Writer
Fastest, Safest Way to write prescriptions!
? Complete Rx with 3 taps in under 15 seconds
? Easier than pen and paper...without errors
? Check for Allergy, drug-drug, drug disease interactions
? Quick, complete formulary reference updated daily

Charge Capture & Billing
Simple, quick, correct, complete!
? Capture all procedures with
supporting diagnosis
? Reduce denials
? Automated claims submission
? Increase revenues up to 40%

Organizer
Your Calendar, Phonebook
and email in your pocket!
? Outlook (Palm Pilot TM
Transfer)
? pocket Word, Excel
? Mp3 music and video

Dictation

Wireless Connectivity

Dictate anywhere! .
? Transcribe directly
into patient’s chart
? Rapid turnaround
? Save Money

Freedom to work where you want!
? Standalone system
? Wireless Local Area Network
? Wireless Wide Area Network
? Internet Connectivity

Desktop Application
Complete office automation …with Ease!
? Patient Registration & Scheduling
? Refills
? Accounts Receivable Adjudication
? Transfer data from existing billing
systems

Electronic Medical Record
Easy access to patient information …
While you are on the go!
? Automatically update patient records
? Share patient information within
your group
? Instant access to important medical
history and data

Decision Support and Education
Patient Relevant Decision Support & Education at the point of care!
An advanced Artificial Intelligence system displaying concise information to:
? Increase adoption of best clinical practices
? Reduce medication errors, without time-consuming irrelevant warnings
? Advanced knowledge bases developed by experts at leading institutions
(e.g. Harvard & Johns Hopkins)
? Multimedia seminars on advances in your specialty

MDPad
Safer and Better Care

Ô

… in the palm of your hand!
All features not available at time of printing. Specifications subject to change without prior notice.
Mention of Harvard and Johns Hopkins does not constitute a relationship with the institutions.
Palm Pilot is a registered trademark of 3Com.

